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1. Watch the heavens for the return of our creators – the Star Travelers!

2. The good Star Traveler must do battle with the evil Star Traveler (Satanail – his
true name) before world peace is restored.

3. …We are teetering on the brink of global war! The beginning of the end of
civilization as we know it. Events I predicted fifty years ago are now unfolding.
Despite who or what is to blame, it is Destiny that is at work here. And Destiny
must be satisfied. Fanned by the dogs of war, the spark is now set to combust!
Signs are everywhere – can you not see the ripple effect now slowly spreading
throughout the Mideast and to all nations?….

A world conflagration is coming – Fire! Fire! Fire! – I see in my Mind’s
Eye. The very mountains and oceans change places! Woe unto Mankind – no
place to hide… not even people on foreign shores. The day of tribulation is nigh.
The world we know – destroyed in one fell swoop! Mighty oceans… dried up; this
broad earth… burnt up! Now you must cultivate friendliness and compassion.

Be not restrained by false religion lest you think the earth, sun, sky, sea,
stars and planets abide forever; for in a single day all may be hurled to ruin!
Raging fires burn land and sea; rivers of fire ascend. A single day could see the
burial of all Mankind, save His Elect; only then shall the world be spared this one
last time. All that is famous and beautiful, great thrones, great nations – shall
come to naught… everything destroyed, flung into the abyss, and flames shall
burst apart the very foundation of this good Earth!...

But Light from heaven pierces the clouds to touch the waters as loveliness
emerges…. From the skies a Golden brightness, so brilliant that the naked-eye
dare not gaze upon it directly. And from the heavens shall descend Beings of
sparkling garments, and the world is saved!

But no peace shall there be among men until They return to halt the
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carnage and save us from annihilation. Then surely all religions WILL BE ONE
AND ONLY ONE SHALL SIT UPON THE THRONE! Until then a painful
crying and yearning for a time and place far away and long ago will go out from
all the nations such as has never been heard before, not since the foundation of the
world was created.

4. The Great One uncovers the secrets of the Giza Sphinx to demonstrate His
relationship to His Earthbound creatures.

5. A respected world figure will feign to bring about a global entente cordiale, but of
course to no avail. Beware! He will be President of the United States one day, and
the next Antichrist! A dark malevolence surrounds this man.
“…and the whole world followed the beast with wonder and admiration….”
(Revelation 13:3)

(*Note: Anthony Carr was the only psychic who accurately predicted Arnold
Schwarzenegger’s near-fatal heart problems in the GLOBE tabloid, December
31st, 1996 – and which was fulfilled and reported in the GLOBE three months
later, May 6th, 1997.)

6. Worship of the golden calf will cease as this global Sodom and Gomorrah returns
to old-fashioned values; but not before a devastating catastrophe, as nations fall to
their knees in great trembling.

7. The protective ozone layer will be so depleted that great chunks of space debris
and rock shall hurl down on cities and towns until it is healed through wise
administration and husbandry.

8. Voluntary euthanasia centers for the physically, mentally and spiritually
impoverished will be made manifest.

9. Two world figures agree to a boxing match to avoid war. (Imagine! Generally
cowardly politicians finding two among their ranks willing to duke it out!)

10. *Australia and New Zealand will yet be the main arena of World War III!

11. Complete collapse of world economic stability further adds to the countdown to
Armageddon.

12. A cashless society! Invisible credit numbers electronically tattooed on the body,
becoming visible only beneath ultraviolet light. Anyone caught without a number
will be treated like a pariah….
“...And he who has not the ‘Mark of the Beast’ shall perish….”
(Revelation, Christian Bible.)

13. During the coming Great War, a tremendous explosion will devastate most of
Paris and render the Eiffel Tower a useless, twisted wreck!
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14. In and around Las Vegas, Nevada, fiery volcanoes suddenly erupt and rise out of
nowhere to flow incessantly as rivulets of lava down the sides of newly formed
mountains.

15. Much of Southern California slips into the sea and Arizona becomes the new
coastline. (But please! – save the slot machines!)

16. Make no mistake! The mighty Eagle (United States) will do battle with the lands
whose symbols are the “Crescent and Star,” “Hammer and Sickle” and the “Red
Star” (Arab nations, Russia, red China and Korea). The Eagle – victorious!

17. The new War, born out of want, disparities between rich and poor, will never be
more apparent than during the next few years.

18. Brave Great Britain, alas, suffers greatly in the conflict; yet her seed shall again
spring forth, like the indestructible Phoenix.

19. Tectonic upheavals rock Paris, New York City, Boston, Toronto and Rome –
devastating many landmarks: Empire State Building, Boston Harbour, C.N.
Tower, Vatican City and the Leaning Tower of Pisa. The last Pope will flee his
cloister to preserve his life!

20. Movies, television, live theater reinvented as affordable holographic sets become
the rage in Canada and America. “Shakespeare in the Park,” no more;
“Shakespeare in the living room” – yes.

21. The process of learning and teaching will change radically! Books, lectures and
didactic information instantly impressed upon the psyches of students by means
of computer-like devices that emit a strange beam – and then they shall “know.”

22. A “miracle” made manifest brings world hostilities to a halt!

23. A worldwide medicare plan!

24. Large parts of Florida sink and long, submerged Atlantic Islands surface.

25. A strange vision!… I see countless men, women and children – all walking across
desert or plains country; arid hills in the background; they walk toward a bizarre
looking, russet-coloured craft!…

…It resembles a curling stone, of sorts, but without handles. On either side
are two round, silver-like fins or wings. It (the curling stone) sits high up on a
tripod, with chrome-like fenders covering the top halves of the feet… There
appears to be a gathering or culling of peoples by Beings who may be responsible
for our existence. Are they “collecting” for the perpetuation of the human race,
before – or after – the tribulation? During this same period UFOs are sighted in
great numbers flying three endless lines: left, right and center.

26. Another strange vision!… In my Mind’s Eye a “figure” wears a gilded crown or
headpiece. The figure emerges from this strange-looking-craft…. He holds aloft
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something shining and pulsating – and four or five other “figures” stand beside
and behind him. (Obviously the Star hopping Gods….)

27. In the Andes Mountains, “Christ of the Andes” topples down the gorge, and
church bells ring unattended; Mexico City’s famous Madonna gives wonderful
portents of the coming miracles. Most “signs” center on the Christ child in her
arms. She weeps! Italy’s Leaning Tower of Pisa crumbles. Madonna Delle
Lacrine – cries! – for the wondrous changes at hand!

28. Terrible fighting over the erection of the “third temple” in Jerusalem. To be built
on the Temple Mount, or Mount Moriah, the most sacred site of the Muslims; the
Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa Mosque. The temple can only be built if the
Islamic Shrine is demolished. (Good luck!)

29. No more cancer! Cancer cures result from eradication of the gene that triggers this
dreaded viral disease. Mankind’s most deadly scourge becomes a dim memory.

30. Cold cash? A thing of the past! “Mark of the Beast” in Revelations: 13 – “666,” a
basic number in a giant computer that controls all world banking and credit.
Everyone is required to have this number, or a variation of it, on his person.
“...And he who is without the number shall perish.”

31. A new world order of government prevails. In Canada, the United States and
around the globe, laws of the land will be upheld without use of force or
Gestapo-type tactics.

32. The true Antichrist reveals himself to a shocked world! There will be no doubt.

33. In one hundred years from now, a variation of the American dollar will still be the
strongest currency in the world!

34. Former U.S.S.R. countries pull themselves together under a powerful leader to
once more threaten world peace. But only temporarily. Beware China!

35. Valuable, valuable gold! – gold! – gold!!

36. All of Canada will be one state, with no borders between the U.S. and sea to sea.

37. Somatic Electrical ills cured Electrically.

38. Without doubt! Proof that Electrical Energy (the Soul) survives death!

39. Discovery of the (original) Ark of the Covenant!

40. Amputated arms, legs, eyes grow back! Thanks to the amphibian gene.

41. Through highly advanced methods of DNA engineering and cloning of life’s
building blocks, the very essence of life occurring naturally in the bones of the
living and dead, our beloved ones shall rise from the grave, walk and talk.
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42. That Jesus Christ was the first case of artificial (in vitro) fertilization will be
proven fact and believed by the world in general (instead of just by me).

43. Canadian and American cities will adopt police state-like armies to protect the
citizenry and their property.

44. Canada’s de facto annexation by the United States.

45. Northern climes – the Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Alaska – see enormous
influx of settlers as the regions become temperate and habitable.

46. Discovery of “unifying, supra anti-rejection drug” imitates human tissue perfectly
and spreads evenly throughout the human body’s cellular fabric, so that all organ
transplants take perfectly on the first attempt, regardless of donor source. Cloning
stem-cell embryos for organ harvesting is done as easily as one washes one’s
hands. Silly religions and superstitious notions are finally set aside.

47. Delicate surgical procedures – heart, eye, brain – all done by robots.

48. I have been predicting for many, many decades that “Dead Legs Will Walk
Again.” Broken and shattered spinal cords to be routinely repaired. A method of
re-myelinating nerve fibers is perfected.

49. Secret to “eternal life” hidden within the bowels of very ancient mummies whose
sepulchers hide strange writings! A remarkable find that predates even the great
Egyptian pyramids.

Egyptian embalmers’ processes for “preserving life and likeness” of the
Pharaohs, though extremely crude, have some basis in fact but are still wa-a-ay
off base. The real process is akin to the foggy biblical story of the notion of Eve
having been created from the rib of Adam, which sounds ridiculous until viewed
from the perspective of modern science, genetic DNA cloning. In like manner, the
embalmers were onto the secret of eternal life, but couldn’t quite get it. BUT WE
WILL! WE WILL!...

50. Women are admitted to the Catholic priesthood while priests are allowed to marry
(if Mother church wishes to ensure its survival).

51. That it was not a star but a brilliantly lit UFO that led the Magi (Three Wise
Men) to the place where Jesus lay; that the “angel of the Lord” who appeared to
the Shepherds “watching over their flocks by night” were indeed extraterrestrial
astronauts! – news that shall be forthcoming out of their own mouths!!!

52. More and more, people will opt to live with pets rather than people or spouses.
Less muss, less fuss. Marriage, per se, obsolete.

53. Because of major medical breakthroughs that allow people to live longer,
overpopulation will be the cause of WWIII. (Other world colonization?)

54. Homeless people abound, living on streets of every major city in the world!
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55. Giant corporations crumble, one by one, as greedy CEOs are arrested and “the
people” take possession.

56. Yugoslavia and the Balkans will explode (again). Disparate states come under the
direct control of the brutal leader who is even worse than Stalin! He will again
unite all of Russia to begin anew “the eternal dance of death!”

57. Canadian and American Natives enjoy world status such as they have not known
for a thousand years, politically, socially and financially, beginning with the birth
of the white buffalo.

58. India rises to world power to pose a serious threat. Very arrogant and
self-possessed, she is humbled. The Taj Mahal makes news headlines, which will
be the sign.

59. Small “alien” skeletons discovered in and around ancient Chinese tombs, with
hieroglyphics depicting “spaceships falling from heaven!” (Heavens to Betsy!)

60. Lightweight floating homes constructed which rise above ground at the slightest
provocation – much less than when a powerful earthquake strikes! Once danger
has passed, they again can be lowered and re-anchored…. Southern California
take note!

61. Discovery of the gene that triggers growth of teeth. Humans are able to reproduce
multiple sets of shiny new ivories, just as sharks do (– and lawyers).

62. Medication is reduced to waveforms and particles and delivered through
computers and transmitters – directly into the bodies of patients hundreds or
thousands of miles – even millions of light-years away!

63. Human remains to be buried in deep space?

64. The billion dollar bottled water industry collapses after it’s discovered your
special H2O comes directly from the tap – and worse!

65. Cryogenics, the quick, deep-freezing of human bodies instantly following death,
returns big time to cure individuals of the disease from which they died; and
certainly for self-cloning and long distance space travel.

66. Believe-it-or-not! Head transplants become common!

67. “Thought” police are the way of future crime prevention. This allows
law-enforcement to obviate criminal intent, thereby dealing felons a death blow
even before they leave the gate.

68. “Corpses old, corpses new, resurrected from that which was you! From below the
DNA level, to Immaterial Life-force Itself – beyond Space and Time!

69. Transmission of solid bodies – animate and inanimate – common.
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70. A sweeping world revolution: – tremendous upheaval of existing social mores; up
will be down, down will be up!

71. From the Great Debacle will arise a new world leader! (Out of the U.S.A.!)

72. Red factions rise in the East! Once again seeds of communism are sowed by the
descendents of Leon Trotsky who lead the new Red Army against the Western
world, yet another step in the events leading up to World War III.

73. Androids do jobs too dangerous or undesirable for humans, making bomb squads,
army infantry divisions and garbage men obsolete.

74. It won’t be long before Earth’s population explodes to outstrip food supplies.
Luckily, large crops of food planted in Alaska and Antarctica will grow quicker
than plants elsewhere, due to the new tilt of the Earth’s axis.

75. Beware the man with the blue turban! The scourge of mankind!

76. The war in the Mideast will last nearly thirty years! – eventually drawing in all
nations. The world will be war-weary before the monster is driven back to the sea
and sand by the mighty Eagle!

77. A complete understanding of psychic Energy – its control and use – will be taught
in universities throughout the world as part of their physics programs, just like
heat, light electricity – and now psychism.

78. Time-travelers slip through the weft and warp of space Fabric, the Cosmic
Portals, to other dimensions, making obsolete the concept of long distance travel
from one galaxy to another.

79. THE “MISSING LINK!!!” – equals creation plus lower primates (monkeys, apes,
chimpanzees and orangutans) plus genetic manipulation (ML = C + LM + GM =
Man!). A heretic body of genetic engineers demonstrate the above theory until it
becomes theorem, thereby creating a highbred in the same manner we were
created by Extraterrestrials.

80. Ghostly specters haunting castles and mansions and such are trapped by a “specter
meter”-type gizmo, revealing that these “figures,” usually dressed in period
costume, are merely photographic images of “then-living people” caught in a film
loop, as in family videos, that play over and over again, ad infinitum, et ad
nauseam.

81. Although there will be only one world leader, His (or Her) designates shall be
determined to rule or guide others based solely on merit: honor, courage, fairness
and, most importantly, compassion. A meritocracy.

82. Physical sex obsolete?! Yes! Thanks to – or no thanks to – special machines
designed to stimulate parts of the brain (especially the pleasure parts), lazy sex
will be the norm as humans, by now far to busy to take time out of their busy
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schedules for the exchange of precious bodily fluids, will make all that physical
exertion redundant and superfluous.

83. Modes of transportation – public and private – no longer require roads and rails
but glide over land six inches above, although wheels are still optional in the
event of mechanical or power failure; traffic “lanes” (of sorts) are still utilized for
easy flow and control, but vehicles themselves are remote-controlled by voice and
auto-pilot.

84. Since all crime – including homicide – will be anticipated by “thought police,”
mortal competition will return, as in the ancient days of Roman gladiators, to
satisfy the frustrated blood lust of the masses.

85. Unfortunately society, striving through DNA engineering to develop “perfect”
human beings, will experience a shameful period of euthanizing defective babies
(and where have we seen this before?), yet someday will succeed.

86. One world ruler and only one law: “An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth!”
(Unless you happen to be a Scorpio, and then its – “Two eyes for an eye, and two
teeth for a tooth!”)

87. Illegal substances will be universally decriminalized then regulated by
governments worldwide, as are alcohol and cigarettes today.

88. Global armies increase exponentially, almost supernaturally, as Nature prepares
Herself for Mankind’s self-immolation!

89. As life becomes more terrifying, university students study harder to stay within
the safe confines of academia, rather than enter the fray to face the fury of the
Real World! Most graduates have a BSc, a PhD – but no J.o.b. – Job!

90. An unearthly attack from the heavens renders all world populations senseless!
Panic reigns! Surrealistic! H.G. Wells “War of the Worlds!!!”

91. A breakdown of human morals and values – due specifically to overpopulation
and food shortages. Cannibalism, Man’s strictest taboo, becomes necessary (See
“Soylent Green” movie.)

92. The ultimate end of Earth? When the great Gobie Desert once more becomes a
mighty ocean.

93. A deep-sea, transatlantic freeway makes travel to and from Europe accessible and
affordable, much as does the Chunnel between Great Britain and France.

94. A complete roll-reversal: men become women, women become men – which is to
say, since physical sex no longer will be necessary – or desirable – males become
effete as women become all powerful, both at home and in office. Or, as is often
stated: “Women pretend to be what men really are….”
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95. Wealthy and powerful leaders colonize other heavenly bodies to which they’ll
escape, with not only kith and kin, but those who can contribute to a new society.
Those who cannot afford the price of a ticket, or have no special skills to offer
(doctors, carpenters, scientists), shall remain to experience the horror!

96. Fashionable clothing for special and everyday functions to be replaced by
utilitarian “dress-to-suit” – no pun intended – the dark, hard times of the next
several decades.

97. As precedes the Omega of every civilization, this world will enjoy a decade of
festivities, entertainment and revival of everything cultural, prior to the end, like a
Supernova that burns brightest, moments before sinking into the abyss….

98. Robot-nannies replace television as number one electronic babysitters of children
whose parents/guardians are too busy and self-absorbed to bother doing the job
themselves; then will wonder why their kids are bonding with their metal mothers
and developing self-same automaton personalities to the exclusion of any plight
that may befall their own flesh and blood birth parents.

99. The human race, after undergoing massive metamorphoses through war, will
communicate entirely via telepathy. As in the biblical story of the Tower of Babel,
all languages fail due to radiation exposure, bringing us Full Circle. Garbled
utterances, followed by the new “talk.”

100. With regard to most of the above, I have stated for over fifty years that the
only true language is the Universal language of music, transmuted from the
vacuous Vibrations of the Cosmos into melodic sounds and, to get the point of
communication across to you–Intuition, Hunch, Gut feeling, Telepathy or, simply,
Instinct…. Everything is based on vibration…. Therefore, the true voice of the
coming Era will be that Voice spoken and heard inwardly, by all….

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr
“The World’s Most Documented Psychic!”
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